Autovalidation rates in an outpatient coagulation laboratory.
To determine the rates of autovalidation in our outpatient coagulation laboratory. We retrospectively identified all coagulation tests analyzed during the month of January 2014 from our laboratory information system (LIS) (N = 16 116), from around 800 000 active members of Clalit Health Services (a health maintenance organization). The integrated system includes a single centrifugation of all collection tubes, analyzers that rerun or reflex tests according to the test results, and a laboratory information system that sends orders to the analyzer, autovalidates test results, and automatically sends critical value results to a list for immediate physician communication. Reasons for technician validation are tests rerun for confirmation or because of analyzer errors and test results that require reflex testing. All other test results are sent automatically to the laboratory information system without the need for technician review. There were 362 test results with analyzer errors, 91 results rerun for confirmation (thrombophilia test results outside the reference interval), and 50 tests with mixing studies and reflex testing for factor XI activity levels (total = 3.1%, 503/16116), resulting in an autovalidation rate of 96.9% (95% confidence interval - 96.6-97.2%). We conclude that an integrated system can result in a high autovalidation rate in a high-volume outpatient coagulation laboratory.